History Key skills
Year 5
World or British?

Areas of study

Dates

B

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots

AD410

B

Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England

AD793 - 1066

W

Ancient Greece

BC500-BC336

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots
This could include:


Roman withdrawal from Britain in c. AD 410 and the fall of the western Roman Empire



Scots invasions from Ireland to north Britain (now Scotland)



Anglo-Saxon invasions, settlements and kingdoms: place names and village life



Anglo-Saxon art and culture



Christian conversion – Canterbury, Iona and Lindisfarne

Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England
This could include:


Viking raids and invasion



resistance by Alfred the Great and Athelstan, first king of England



further Viking invasions and Danegeld



Anglo-Saxon laws and justice



Edward the Confessor and his death in 1066

Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world

To explain which I think was the most important event from my time period and why

periods

Knowledge of time

To understand the ongoing legacy caused by my time period

To explain who was the most important person from my time period and why
To compare how the time period affected my locality with how it affected other places
To discuss changes that happened over my time period

Looking at sources

To evaluate sources of information deciding which will be the best to answer a question
To know when it might be best to use a primary or secondary source of information
To understand why a source of information might not be reliable
To explain how a particular group of people might view an event from history
To ask questions about change, cause, similarity, difference, and significance
To answer questions about change, cause, similarity, difference, and significance

Chronology

To place events, artifacts and historical figures on a large scale time-line adding dates
To place main British historical eras on a timeline at the correct approximate dates
To place main world civilizations on a timeline at the correct approximate dates
To know events that happened at the same time as a person, time or event I have studied, in
another part of the world
To know how my time period fits in to the wider chronology of the country

